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Reminders
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① Quiz next week.

② Midterm.

③ Next week in sections we will talk about 
crafting good arguments. Friday we will post 
prompt for first media essay assignment (first 
draft due Wednesday October 25).  



Last class’ main points
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① For media, rather than an assimilation bias, it 
seems people employ a hostile interpretation.  

② We tend to think that media are biased against 
our views and that they will sway neutral 
viewers against our position.

③ This particularly happens to partisans.

④ Journalism struggles to combat perceptions of 
bias.



• Conforming to group norms
• Spiral of silence: underlying principles
• Research findings

• Initial conceptualization
• Individual differences
• Social media

Spiral of silence- today’s class plan



Conformity and group pressure

• Elevator experiment



Conformity and group pressure

Room fills with smoke experiment 



• Noelle Neumann theorized that members of a 
group engage in a constant evaluation of the 
prevailing climate of opinion in the group.

• This to avoid the possible social isolation that 
could result from expressing an opinion that is 
contrary to the majority opinion.

• Fear of isolation is so strong that a person would 
be willing to silence their opinion, to express an 
opinion that they do not really share, or even to 
modify their initial opinion in order to maintain 
fluid social ties. 

Spiral of silence – theoretical argument



Spiral of silence – theoretical argument



Spiral of silence – Noelle Neumann (1974)



Spiral of silence – Noelle Neumann (1974)



• Individuals are more willing to express their 
opinions when they think others hold similar 
opinions, but this empirical relation albeit 
significant is small.

• If a minority opinion is perceived to be on the rise, 
being in the minority does not inhibit expression.

• Individuals’ reservation to express true opinions is 
heightened for controversial topics.

• Cultural norms regarding group affiliation 
moderate opinion expression.

Spiral of silence – main findings



Spiral of silence – Individual differences

• Willingness to self-censor (Hayes, Glynn & Shanahan, 2005)
• Shyness (Hayes, Glynn & Shanahan, 2005)
• Increased social anxiety (Hayes, Glynn & Shanahan, 2005)
• Lower self-esteem (Hayes, Glynn & Shanahan, 2005)
• Communication apprehension (Willnat, Lee & Detenber, 2002)
•Reduced political efficacy (Huang, 2005)
• Lower knowledge levels (Salmon & Neuwirth, 1990)
• Smaller interest in public affairs (Baldassare & Katz, 1996) 
• Topic is less salient (Hayes, Glynn & Shanahan, 2001)
• Less confidence in being correct (Lasorsa, 1991; Huang 2005)
•Gender: Females (Noelle-Neuman, 1993; Hayes et al., 2005)
• Age: Older (Noelle-Neuman, 1993; Willnat, Lee & Detenber, 2002)
• Lower SES (Noelle-Neuman, 1993)



Spiral of silence – Individual differences (willingness to self censor)Spiral of silence – Individual differences



Spiral of silence – Individual differences



Social media and the spiral of silence 



Social media and the spiral of silence



Social media and the spiral of silence



Social media and the spiral of silence



• Public opinion as social control or public 
opinion as an expression of rationality.

• Why is the effect small?

• How good are we at “deciphering” the 
climate of opinion?

• The role of media in estimations of public 
opinion. 

Issues for further consideration



Questions

See you Monday.




